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Subject: Another NSA matter

Body:

You'll recall that when NSA made their presentation to the Board, they indicated a desire to postpone some 

information in a letter the HSCA sent them (they were dealing with the copy of the document in their own 

files: a 144- series record rather than a 180- series record). You'll also recall that that very same letter (from 

the HSCA's files) was processed by NARA and sent out to the public collection at NARA II back in 1993. When 

the time comes, our Board will presumably open the 144- series version as a function of its already being in 

the public domain in the HSCA collection.In the meantime, I have come across another iteration of the letter in 

a different HSCA file. In this latter case, however, NARA did refer/postpone it and so it is not in the open boxes 

at NARA II. Normally, I would put this latter record in Review Track and on the Board's agenda as a green 

(duplicate of open record) item. Given the interface with the 144- series document, however, should I : 1) 

leave it alone for the time being, 2) include it as a referred document (even though its already open 

elsewhere) in the latest letter to NSA (which will inevitably drag in their 144-series version, as well), 3) send 

NSA a separate letter on the various iterations of this document, so as not to confuse everyone (including us), 

or 4) just clear this latter HSCA document as a green item and leave the 144- series version until later... Please 

advise.
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